Abstract -Supplier selection is a multi-criteria decisionmaking problem (MCDM) that is affected by quantitative and qualitative (conflicting) factors. For supplier selection problem, if suppliers offer quantity discounts and buyer wants to buy multiple products as well, this problem becomes more complicated. To solve the problem, an integration of Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) and multi-product multiobjective mixed integer linear programming (MOMILP) is used to consider both tangible and intangible factors in choosing the best suppliers and define the optimum quantities among the selected suppliers. The problem includes the three objective functions: to maximize the total value of purchasing (TVP), and to minimize the total defect rate and total cost, while satisfying demand requirement and capacity constraints. In this paper, to solve the multiobjective model, TOPSIS and later a single objective function are proposed which can consider the relative importance of the three goals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Supplier selection is a multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) problem that includes both quantitative and qualitative factors, some of which may conflict. In real case, there are two kinds of supplier selection problem. In the first type of the problem, only one supplier meets all the buyer's requirements (single sourcing), and in the second kind, multiple suppliers meet all the buyer's requests (multiple sourcing). Multiple sourcing needs the company being more flexible. Despite the difficulty, it is very interesting when one of the suppliers, for reasons like price discount offers and possible limitations on quality, capacity, price, delivery, etc., cannot meet the assigned demand. For this problem, up to half of the papers are for situations where suppliers are selected for only one product, which various interdependencies that may exist among the different products are not considered [1] . For instance, ordering and transportation costs may be minimized by combining orders for several products into one single order, and also quality audits for different products could be executed at the same time. The different advantages of the synergy generated by the multiple products models are profitable for both buyer and supplier especially in presence of quantity discounts [1] .
In quantity discounts context, which can be applied for both single and multi-product models, the sales amount of a product does not influence the discounts and prices of the other products. Several researches, which have focused on multi-product quantity discounts [1] , are considered in this article. Stanley et al. [2] used a modified form of the transportation problem to model bid evaluations for procurements at the US Department of Defense. The linear programming model was used to consider different forms of pricings including quantity discounts and prices that depend on order quantities. Similar to the linear programming model [2] , Waggener and Suzuki [3] used a model that is of a larger size and accounts for more pricing and supplier requirements scenarios. Later, the model was extended by Austin and Hogan [4] to a mixed integer program that account for cases where a supplier suggests a minimum acceptable quantity. A mixed integer programming model was used by Gaballa [5] in order to minimize total discounted price of allocated items to the supplier, under constraints of demand satisfaction and supplier's capacity. In addition, for multi-item quantity discounts, Pirkul and Aras [6] analyzed the problem of determining order quantities, where the objective was to minimize the sum of aggregate purchasing costs, ordering costs and holding costs subject to a linear resource constraint. Their problem was formulated as a non linear program. they also developed a solution algorithm using Lagrangian relaxation.
Another stream of researches [1] , which consider both quantitative and qualitative criteria to model the multi-criteria decision making problem, have been proposed by Ghodsypour and O'Brien [7] , Benyoucef et al. [8] , Wang et al. [9] , Hong et al. [10] and recently Ustun and Demirtas [11] . They only considered single item problem. At first, suppliers are evaluated by using a multi-criteria tool. And at the second stage, mathematical programming is used to calculate the order quantities to the evaluated suppliers. Moreover, their approach takes into account the system constraints.
For supplier selection problem, if suppliers offer quantity discounts as well as buyer wants to buy multiple products, this problem becomes more complicated. In this situation, buyer should decide about two problems: which suppliers are the best and how much should be purchased from the selected suppliers [1] .
To eliminate the problem, an integration of TOPSIS method and multi-product MOMILP model was proposed by Omid et al. [13] to consider both quantitative and qualitative factors for choosing the best suppliers and define the optimum quantities among the selected suppliers, under fuzzy condition. First, the suppliers are evaluated by TOPSIS technique based on quantitative and qualitative criteria, and then the MOMILP model is established. The problem also includes the three objective functions: to maximize the total value of purchasing (TVP), and to minimize the total cost and total defect rate, while satisfying capacity and demand requirement constraints. In this article, TOPSIS [14] and later a single objective function [13] are proposed to solve the MOMILP model in order to assign order quantities to selected supplier. In this stage, TOPSIS considers the relative importance of the three goals.
II. INTEGRATION OF TOPSIS AND MOMILP
The model used in this article allocates order quantities between the suppliers by using the TOPSIS to make the trade off between tangible and intangible factors and calculate a rating of suppliers, and then by applying these ratings as coefficient of TVP, and finally by solving the model with TOPSIS [14] and a single objective function [13] . Thus the main steps of the approach include supplier evaluation and shipment allocation.
Supplier Evaluation

A. TOPSIS Concepts
Hwang and Yoon [12] first developed TOPSIS technique. Based on this concept, the chosen alternative should have the shortest distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) as well as the farthest from the negative ideal solution (NIS) for solving a multiple criteria decision making problem. In short, the PIS is composed of all best values attainable of criteria, whereas the NIS is made up of all worst values attainable of criteria. 
B. Calculation of the Overall Score of Each Supplier
TOPSIS is proposed for prioritizing the preference of supplier that is very suitable for solving the group decision making problem in an uncertain environment. In this paper, S={S 1 ,S 2 ,…,S n } is a discrete set of n possible supplier alternatives, Q={Q 1 ,Q 2 ,…,Q } is a set of θ attributes of suppliers and w={w 1 ,w 2 ,…,w } is also the vector of attribute weights. Here, the attribute ratings of suppliers for the subjective attributes and the attribute weights are considered as linguistic variables. The attribute weights can be expressed by the 1-9 scale shown in Table I . The attribute ratings G, for the subjective attributes, can also be expressed by the 1-5 scale shown in Table II . Moreover, quantitative attributes are scaled using their own real number. The procedures are described in detail as follows:
Step 1 Arrange a committee of decision makers (DMs) to express their preferences on attribute weights and ratings of suppliers:
(1) Use linguistic variables (Table I) [ ]
where
is the attribute weight of Kth DMs.
(2) Use linguistic variables (Table II) to identify the attribute ratings of suppliers for the subjective attributes. Then, the rating value can be calculated in Eq. (2) .
[ ]
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is also the attribute rating value of Kth DMs.
Step 2 Construct the decision matrix D that the structure of the matrix can be expressed in Eq. (3).
Step 3 Standardize the evaluation matrix in Eq. (4): the process is to transform different scales and units among various criteria into common measurable units to allow comparisons across the criteria. 
Step 4 
Step 5 in Eqs. (7)- (8) respectively.
where J1 is associated with the benefit factor and J 2 is associated with the cost factor; γ=1,…,θ .
Step 6 Calculate the separation of each alternative from the ideal solution and negative ideal solutions in Eqs. (9)- (10) 
where i=1,…,n.
Step 7
The relative closeness to the ideal solution is calculated in Eq. (11) . Step 8
Rank the alternatives. When Ci * is bigger, the ranking order of S i is better. If there are no constraints choose the best supplier and buy all requirements from this supplier and stop. Otherwise go to step 2.2.
Shipment Stage
The model is established for supplier selection problem [13] and later TOPSIS [14] is used as a suitable method to solve the multi-objective model. This model is described in detail in the following sections.
A. Build the MOMILP Model
The objective functions and the constraints of this model are described as follows. In order to formulate the multiitem model, the following notations are defined: 
Objective functions:
Total cost: The sum of the order cost and material cost should be minimized; thus, the total cost function is defined in Eq. (12) .
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TVP: As W i and X ijt denote the normal weights of the suppliers and the numbers of purchased units of product j from ith supplier at price level t, respectively, Eq. (14) can be designed to maximize the total value of purchasing.
Constraints:
The constraints of the multi-item multi-supplier problem are formulated as follows:
Capacity constraints: As supplier i can provide up to V ij units of product j and its order quantity for product j (X ijt ) ought to be equal or less than its capacity, thus the constraints are given in Eq. (15).
Demand constraints: As sum of the assigned order quantities of products to n suppliers ought to meet the buyer's demand, demand constraint is designed in Eq. 
Quantity discount constraints: To consider quantity discount, which is given by each supplier, the constraints are designed in Eqs. (18) [14] . In this paper, a single objective function [13] is integrated with TOPSIS to solve the multiobjective model as follows. As it was mentioned, TOPSIS is based upon the principle that the chosen decision or alternative should have the shortest distance from the PIS and at the same time the farthest from the NIS. The PIS is one that optimizes each objective function at the same time, e.g. 
